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Summary. Current navigation services assume wayfinders new to an environment. In con-
trast, our focus is on route directions for wayfinders who are familiar withthe environment,
such as taxi drivers and couriers. We observe that people communicate route directions to
these wayfinders in a hierarchical and granular manner, assuming some shared knowledge of
the environment. These route directions do not focus on the route but rather on the destination.
In this paper we solve the first problem of automatically generating route directions in a hier-
archical and granular manner: finding the initial entity of such a communication. We propose
a formal model to determine the initial entity, based on Grice’s conversational maxims, and
applied to a topological hierarchy of elements of the city. An implementation ofthe model is
tested for districts in a political subdivision hierarchy. The tests show a reasonable behavior
for a local expert, and demonstrate the efficiency of granular route directions.

1.1 Introduction

Current navigation services provide turn-by-turn route directions to human users.
In contrast, route directions given by people are significantly different [13, 12, 4].
For example, peoplechunkroute segments together, depending on various structural
characteristics of the route [14], and they refer to specificsalient elements in the
environment, such as landmarks, paths, nodes, districts and edges [16].

In particular, people usually adapt route directions to thelevel of familiarity with
the environment shared by the wayfinder. If direction giverscan assume that the
recipients have some familiarity with the environment, they initiate route directions
by reference to an element at a coarse level of granularity replacing the destination,
such as ‘Ikea . . . is in Richmond’. They expect that the recipient shares knowledge
of the environment at least at this coarse level, and will be able to find a way to this
element autonomously. The direction givers continue then with increasingly detailed
directions to the destination starting from this initial element, such as ‘In Richmond,
at the town hall, take . . . ’.

The above mentioned elements of the city form a functional hierarchy of lev-
els of granularity, and exploiting this property in route directions produces what we
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call granular route directions. We argue that current navigation services with their
detailed turn-by-turn directions serve only a subgroup of wayfinders with low famil-
iarity with the environment. A large group of potential users of navigation services
are neglected: people living in a city and having a general idea of its structure. Peo-
ple in this group may perceive turn-by-turn directions patronizing, and hence, they
are not satisfied with the quality of service. They are betterserved by granular route
directions.

In this paper we study the initial entity of granular route directions for recipients
who are familiar with the environment. We are interested in determining the element
of the city that has to be included as the initial entity in such a communication. This
element needs to be shared by both agents’ mental models. Ourhypothesis is that
the choice of the element depends on the hierarchical relationship between the start
and the destination of the route. The hypothesis builds on the concept ofrelevance,
as defined in maxims for communication acts first identified byGrice [8]. These
maxims postulate that information conveyed to the recipient should be neither too
coarse nor too detailed.

We propose to deduce the relevance of elements of the city to the route from
their position in the hierarchy in relation to the start and destination of the route. We
formulate conditions that determine the amount of information to be communicated
to the recipient, and integrate these conditions into a formalized model. This model
is further translated into an executable specification suchthat its behavior can be
demonstrated and tested. Furthermore, specific tests for districts are introduced and
explained. The discussion of the test results enable parallels to be drawn for the
extension of the model for the remaining elements of the city: paths, landmarks,
nodes, and edges.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 1.2 introducesthe basic theoretical
foundations from spatial cognition and communication theory upon which we build
our proposed model. We then develop our model of granular route directions (Sec-
tion 1.3), which is formalized for implementation in Section 1.4. The algorithm for
the identification of an initial entity is formalized in Section 1.5. The test cases are
described and discussed in Section 1.6, and followed by conclusions in Section 1.7.

1.2 Route Communication

1.2.1 The Structure of Urban Environments

People living in an urban environment learn the spatial layout of that environment
through frequent, repetitive interactions, such as wayfinding [17]. The accuracy of
the acquired knowledge increases with the continuing interaction with the environ-
ment, and so increases the accuracy of the agent’s mental model [26]. The evidence
that such models contain hierarchically organized knowledge was demonstrated by
Hirtle [11, 10]. Hierarchical conceptualization of space enables granular spatial rea-
soning, for example in wayfinding on a hierarchic path network [25], as well as
communication of route knowledge in a granular manner [28, 20]. In comparison
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to these works, our approach is different by not communicating the full path from
the start to the destination, but instead try to describe thedestination in a granular
manner.

1.2.2 Communicating Route Directions

Current navigation services provide no direct interactionwith the recipient. The com-
munication situation corresponds to indirect human communication: route directions
areread by the recipients, who then try to realize their understanding of the direc-
tions in the physical environment. In this sense route directions formnarratives, and
direction givers arenarrators[27].

Human communication of route directions has been the objectof investigations
for decades now [13, 12, 7, 2, 4, 15]. Despite that, there is sofar no study that
specifically looks into human route communication to wayfinders familiar with the
environment. Our observations and examples are, however, consistent with those
described in [23, 20].

Past research of direct route communication explored collaboration on references
to objects, either mutually known and visually accessible by the recipient [1, 9], or
unknown and inaccessible by the recipient [5]. Unlike thesestudies, the emphasis
of this paper is on the selection of the element communicatedby a narrator from
the set of available elements. The process described is still an indirect one, as the
narrator infers which element to refer to from context and builds a narrative from
that suggestion.

1.2.3 Relevance

In his seminal work, Grice [8] made a contribution to the studies of pragmatics by
formulating four maxims of conversation, well applicable to effective and efficient
information transmission: the maxim of quality, quantity,relevance and clarity. Route
directions are a specific type of information communicationwhich is deeply prag-
matic and rich in content. This paper explores the impact of the maxims ofquantity
(“make your contribution as informative as required by the purpose of the exchange;
do not make your contribution more informative than is required.”), relevance(“be
relevant.”) andclarity (“avoid obscurity of expression; avoid ambiguity; be brief
(avoid unnecessary prolixity); be orderly.”) on route directions generation. We as-
sume that the maxim ofquality (“do not say what you believe to be false; do not say
that for which you lack adequate evidence”) is respected, asa prerequisite for usable
route directions.

1.3 Route Communication to Familiar Wayfinders

1.3.1 Relevance in Route Directions

Information that is too coarse is of no value for the recipient. Imagine a passenger
entering a taxi at Melbourne University for a trip to the train station. If he says ‘To
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Melbourne, please’ thesurprisal valueof this information—being in Melbourne and
going to Melbourne—is low [22, 29]. In a different context, for instance in Geelong
(next to Melbourne), the same order makes perfect sense to the taxi driver, at least for
a first leg of the trip. If a message has the appropriate surprisal value, itspragmatic
information content[6] is maximal and thus it has highrelevancefor the recipient
[24].

In such directions, direction givers refer to an element of the city [16] as small
as possible–here, a district. The choice is further limitedby the other constraints–
the necessity to refer always to shared concepts and to avoidambiguity. Ambiguity
occurs if at a level of granularity several possible references exist. For example,
the taxi passenger from Melbourne University should not say‘To the train station,
please’: there are several of them close by. The surprisal value is too high and the
taxi driver is confused.

Thus, a direction giver strives to provide a reference to thefinest element presum-
ably shared with the recipient that just avoids ambiguities. This phenomenon was
previously observed by Rumelhart in 1974 (as described by Shanon [23]). Shanon
then suggests topology as selection criteria for appropriate references.

1.3.2 Granular Route Directions

Granular route directions represent a specific case of referring expressions as defined
by [3]:“[A referring expression is] . . . an expression uniquely identifying a specific
object”. They represent a concatenation of multiple references to entities with an
increasingly fine level of detail. This zooming in route directions was previously
observed by Plumertet al. [20, 21].

Granular route directions have the potential to be significantly shorter than turn-
by-turn directions, with the length measured by the number of references. The dif-
ference increases with the length and complexity of the route. For example, a cur-
rent navigation system needs 18 turn-by-turn directions from Melbourne Airport to
‘Turnbull Alley’ in the city center. A system using granularroute directions could
instead deliver a human-like message: “In the city, off Spring Street, opposite the
Parliament’, consisting of three entities.

Formulating the basic principles of selection of spatial entities from a hierarchi-
cal structure of the city enables to construct granular route directions. Human route
directions are a mixture of references to various elements of the city, with complex
interdependencies. This paper starts the exploration of the subject by considering
only a single type of element, districts. Considering a hierarchical partition of the
city, we define the conditions for selecting the initial entity of granular route direc-
tions,i.

A granular communication process depends on the identification of the context,
which is often sufficiently clear in human communication. Consider the taxi scenario
again: the passenger concludes from the situation that the driver is familiar with the
city. The passenger may also know from experience that taxi drivers typically do
not know specific destination addresses. Furthermore, the passenger and driver both
share the knowledge of the start of the route: their current location.
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In the indirect communication situation of a navigation system the system has to
presume that the wayfinder shares the knowledge of some elements of the environ-
ment. It can do so by profiles of users, or profiles of standardized application areas.
Furthermore, we expect that future systems will be able to conduct dialogs, and thus,
can correct wrong assumptions.

1.3.3 Granular Route Directions in Communication

The quest to keep the amount of information communicated to the necessary mini-
mum provides a means to start the route description at the maximum possible detail
and still keep the certainty of the information transmitted, all in accordance with
Grice’s maxims [8]. If the wayfinder is familiar with the environment, the narrator
will refer to this shared knowledge, in order to keep the amount of transmitted in-
formation low. The narrator will typically refer to a well-known element of the city
in the proximity or containing the destination. This element is at the finest level of
shared knowledge, and its communication would be sufficientand most effective.

In some cases, such as those of entities with ambiguous names, the narrator needs
to refer to elements at coarser levels in the hierarchy, to uniquely identify the referent.
For example, when referring to a destination close to the opera building in Sydney,
one could just refer to theOpera, and for any wayfinder in Sydney this would be
sufficient. If the start of the route is not in Sydney, a disambiguation is necessary,
by referring to theSydney Opera. This is a granular route description including two
levels of granularity:SydneyandOpera. A similar process of referring in a document
hierarchy was described in [18]. In this work, the authors referred to the effect caused
by such ambiguous references aslack of orientation. Consider Figure 1.1, which

Fig. 1.1.Negotiations about references and in route direction in the context of the route (see
text).

represents the complete communication process of the narrator and the wayfinder.
The spatial relation of the startsand the destinationt of the route provides sufficient
clues to start the granular route description. An insufficient overlap of the knowledge
of the wayfinder and the narrator may require a collaborativeidentification of the
destination in a negotiation segment (N). This process iteratively enables the narrator
and the wayfinder to find a shared element at a certain hierarchical level in their
respective mental models of the environment.

A similar negotiation process occurs upon reaching the finest shared element, and
is followed by turn-by-turn directions. This can also occurin the middle of the route
directions, in the case of structural differences in the mental models of the narrator
and the wayfinder.
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1.4 A Formal Model for the Initial Element Identification

1.4.1 Model Constraints and Assumptions

Building on the representation theory of Worboys [29], to reach consensus between
the narrator and the wayfinder the representation of the information in the narrator’s
domainN has to be transmitted through a communication process and matched to
the correct representation in the wayfinder’s domainW (Fig. 1.2). BothN andW

Fig. 1.2.Domain formation and matching process (see text).

are subsets of the domainR, (N,W ⊆ R), which represents the reality. The domains
N andW are mental models of the reality, which can be incomplete andimperfect
with regard toR, as they are constructed by learning through interaction with the
environment. We call these mapping processesn (reality 7→ narrator) andw (reality
7→ wayfinder) respectively.

R

N W

S

Fig. 1.3.DomainS and the route hierarchy reconstruction (see text).

Lets consider the Figure 1.3. The domainR, and therefore alsoN andW , consist
of elementse, of any of Lynch’s five types of elements of the city. These elements
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are organized hierarchically in levelsl. Note that the hierarchieshN andhW are not
necessarily subtrees of the hierarchyhR, (⋄(hN , hW ⊆ hR)). As we can see in the
hierarchies of the domainsN andW , differences in granularity levels between the
reality and the mental models occur, including omissions ofelements. Therefore, the
hierarchieshN andhW are not necessarily identical (⋄(hN 6= hW )). The intersection
of the domainsN andW is the subset of elementsS that are shared by both agents
(N ∩ W = S) with identical tree structurehS .

During the communication, a processc, (c : eN 7→ eW ), representing the com-
munication, associates respective elements from the domain N to the domainW .
To reach consensus between the narrator and the wayfinder, the processn and the
processw have to associate the respective representationseN andeW of an element
eR. If these processes are successful, the agents in effect exploit the elements of the
domainS in the communication (Fig. 1.3).

In our model, we assume the preservation of relative ordering of elements in the
hierarchies (iflN (e1) > lN (e2) thenlW (e1) ≥ lW (e2)). If an elemente is present
in the mental model of the wayfinder and the narrator, its place in the hierarchical
structure of the domainsN andW is such that the relative ordering between the ad-
jacent elements in the tree is preserved. A violation of the relative ordering condition
would result in an incompatible mental model (e.g. cities composed of countries). If
this condition is not met, the narrator and the wayfinder haveto engage in communi-
cation about the reference made.

As an implication, the hierarchies of elements in the two domains may have
different depths, e.g., be flatter or deeper. Any elements not shared by both domains
N andW can only be found on the finest levels of the respective hierarchies.

In order to describe the whole route, several elements of descending levels of
granularity have to be identified and matched through the communication processc.
Let us call this set of elementsC, (C ⊆ S). This process leads to the reconstruction
of a subtreehC of the hierarchyhS . The initial entity referred to in granular route
directions is a member of the subtreehC (elemente2 in Figure 1.3).

Worboys [29] considers the different contexts of two agentsengaged in commu-
nication. In our case we limit context formally to the knowledge of the agents (nar-
rator and wayfinder), represented by domains with internal structurehN andhW .
These contexts are, in general, different. A typical example is the situation where the
narrator knows the destination, but the wayfinder does not (otherwise route directions
are not necessary). The narrator, initiating a wayfinding communication, anticipates
the context of the wayfinder. In order to construct successful granular route direc-
tions, the conditions on the two domains and their internal structures need to be met,
and the context of the wayfinder is correctly anticipated. Otherwise, the agents will
enter in a new cycle of negotiation, as discussed in Section 1.3.3.

1.4.2 Initial Element Identification

We now apply the basic principles described earlier to the identification of the initial
entityi of the granular route directions. These principles are grounded in information
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relevance and explore the topological relation of the start(s) and target (t) element
of the route within the hierarchyhS (Figure 1.3).

The selection is grounded in a translation of Grice’s maximsinto the assessment
of the information value brought by inclusion or omission ofa certain element from
a hierarchical partition of space into route directions. Possible topological relations
between the start and destination elements of the route in a hierarchical tree structure
were analyzed. The topological relationships tested consider only the inside and the
boundary of an element (district). Two districts are considered neighbors only if they
share a boundary, a one dimensional space. The following conditions can be defined
(applies to the selection in a set ofdistricts):

1. start and destination must be member of the shared set of elements (s, t ∈ S);
2. start and destination must not be identical (but may meet,be neighbors)(s 6= t);
3. the start and the destination should not be neighbors (∂s ∩ ∂t = ∅));
4. the start and the destination should not have neighboringdirect superordinate

elements (∂Sups ∩ ∂Supt = ∅).

The conditions 2 and 3 must be separated, as they verify a different behavior. Ifs
andt are identical (and thus they have overlapping interiors andboundaries), it is not
possible to construct route directions (a route is two dimensional and thus requires
a star and a target). Ifs and t are neighbors, route directions are possible, but the
topological distance between the specification of the startand the specification of the
target is insufficient to generategranular route directions.

Thus, the third and the fourth conditions excludes cases where the start and des-
tination are too close in the hierarchy and turn based directions should be applied.

Consequently, setsSupert of superordinate elements oft andSupers of super-
ordinate elements ofs can be formed. The setSupert is a candidate set for the initial
elementi. Superordinate elements of an elemente are elements of coarser granular-
ity than e that havee as descendant. This property is transitive. From now on, the
notationSupe will be used for a parent element ofe. The elementi is retrieved from
the candidate setSupert (i ∈ Supert). Further conditions apply for selection of the
elementi from the candidate set:

5. elementi must not be shared bySupers andSupert, (i /∈ Supers);
This condition excludes elements that are superior to both the start and the des-
tination, and so do not add information value to the route directions.

6. elementi should not be neighbor with an element inSupers (∂i /∈ S);
This condition excludes elements that are in a neighboring relation with an el-
ement of the hierarchySupers (e ∩ Supi 6= ∅, e ∈ Supers). This assures a
minimal topological distance between the initial reference and the starts, in or-
der to only add information with sufficient surprisal potential (and thus adhering
to the maxim of information quantity). If the condition is not fulfilled, an element
one step deeper in the hierarchy should be employed .

These conditions assure that the information communicatedthrough the elementi
has value for the wayfinder. In condition 5, the wayfinder would get information that
was too coarse. For example,Australia is not an appropriate initial element for route
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directions fromSydneyto Melbourne Central Business District, as it is a superordi-
nate element of both.

The second condition assures that the information is detailed enough–mentioning
Victoria would not provide our wayfinder enough information either. In principle, the
granularity level of the resulting elementi would be correct, but there is not enough
topological distance between the destination and the startelement to justify its inclu-
sion. Note thatNew South WalesandVictoria are in our hierarchy neighbors, andVic-
toria is a direct superordinate element ofMelbourne(Fig. 1.4). And indeed, telling
somebody traveling fromSydneyto Melbournethat she has to go toVictoria does
not provide any information value. In this case, the starting element of the granular
route directions should beMelbourne. This element is not a neighbor of any element
of the hierarchy of the start element, nor of any of its superordinate elements. Any
coarser level of granularity would not satisfy these conditions and would result in
a route description violating Grice’s maxim of relevance. The conditions mentioned
above assume that there is no element with two children with the same identifier. It
is, however, possible to have a repetition of identifiers within the domain.

The conditions 1–6 are serialized in an algorithm (Alg. 1), and further imple-
mented in Haskell (Section 1.5).

Algorithm 1 : Initial elementi identification (district hierarchy)
Data: The urban hierarchical structure of districts: domainS, starting districts and

destination districtt of the route
Result: The initial elementi for route directions froms to t
case(s, t /∈ S) ∨ (i 6= s) ∨ (i ∩ s = 0) ∨ (i 6= s)1

Error: cannot generate granular directions, lack of relevant elements or bad2

topological context

otherwise3

Construct candidate setSupert andSupers, whereSupers = [s, s1 . . . sm],4

wherelsm = 0, lsx = m − x; Supert = [t, t1 . . . tn], where
ltn = 0, lty = n − y;
Compare hierarchieshSupers , hSupert such that (∀sx, ty ∈ (Supers × Supert)):5

if (Supsx = Supty ) ∨ (Supsx ∩ Supty 6= ∅) then6

Return listT of ty;7

Retrieve the elementty of T with the finest granularity level(lty = max);8

Returni = ty;9

1.5 Model Implementation

Algorithm 1 is now implemented in Haskell [19]. Haskell is a purely functional pro-
gramming language that enables implementation of an executable version of the al-
gorithm, with a focus on thewhat instead on thehow. Efficiency of our code is
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neglected, however, some efficiency is gained by the lazy execution paradigm of
Haskell.

We call the main analytic function of the programrd (for route directions). The
function first verifies the four conditions in Section 1.4.2:
rd :: String -> String -> [Object] -> String
rd a b c
| (!testObj a c || !testObj b c) = error
| (a == b) = error
| testShareBounds (obj a c) (obj b c) = error
| (super (obj a c)) == (super (obj b c)) = error
| otherwise describe a b c

The custom data typeObject contains a name for each object (a string), and
other parameters. Names of the objects are identifiers searched for in the above func-
tions. For example, the functionobj returns the object specified by a name from the
list of all objects.

The functionrd requires the names of the start and destination elements of the
route as input parameters (in our case districts, but in principle also other elements
of the city), as well as the name of the list of objects,objects, on which the se-
lection will be performed. Afterwards, the program reconstructs the superordinate
hierarchies of the start and destination elements, bound onthe one side by these two
elements, and on the other by the root element of the hierarchical tree. These hier-
archies are represented as lists of objects, which are then compared according to the
conditions 5 and 6 (see Section 1.4.2). The comparison returns a list of objects—a
subset of elements ofSupert. The first—coarsest—element of this list, is the ele-
menti (Alg. 1).
describe :: String -> String -> [Object] -> String
describe a b objlist = fetchName (compareHierarchies

(findObjects (obj a objlist) objlist)
(findObjects (obj b objlist) objlist))

where
compareHierarchies :: [Object] -> [Object] -> Object
compareHierarchies start [] = error
compareHierarchies [] dest = error
compareHierarchies start dest = head [y |

x<-start, y<-target,
super x == super y || superShareBounds x y]

The elementi is the initial entity of a sequence of granular route directions. A
deeper illustration of the principles summarized in the algorithm and implemented
in the program follows.

1.6 Model Verification and Testing

We have devised a set of tests to verify the behavior of the algorithm. The test data
vaguely mirrors the spatial layout of the relations betweensomeadministrative dis-
tricts in Victoria and New South Wales, Australia (Fig. 1.4). With this data we will
assess the results of the algorithm for plausibility. Our effort is focused on verifying
that the conditions for retrieving the elements from the structure of the city provide an
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amount of information similar to that provided by humans, asdrawn from empirical
evidence and a small reference corpus from co-workers. Moreextensive comparison
by human subject testing is needed in the future.

Fig. 1.4.Test data set.

For the test, theObject data type fordistricts is structured as follows:

data Object = Object Level Super ObjectName Polygon

A district Melbournewould have the form (cf. Fig. 1.4):

ob4 = Object 2 "VIC" "Melbourne" [22,15,16,17,18,9,10]

expressing that Melbourne is of level 2 in the given hierarchy, is part of Victoria and
is bound by a polygon of some named edges.

The following eight test cases were devised, to test all the possible eventualities.
Each test case consists of a pair of input districts (start and destination) from arbitrary
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hierarchical levels, and the list of all objects of the hierarchy,os. Results of each test
case are shown behind the hyphen in each line:
rd "SydneyNorth" "Parkville" os - "Melbourne"
rd "Parkville" "SydneySouth" os - "Sydney"
rd "Carlton" "GeelongWest" os - "GeelongWest"
rd "SydneyNorth" "Melbourne" os - "Melbourne"
rd "SydneyNorth" "Park" os - "input not in os!"
rd "SydneyNorth" "SydneyNorth" os - "start = target!"
rd "SydneyNorth" "SydneySouth" os - "neighbors; TBT dirs"
rd "Parkville" "Docklands" os - "same super; use TBT"

This set of tests checks the behavior of different possible topological relations be-
tween the input objects. Let us have a detailed look at the operation of our test
functionrd, using the first case as an example. The function first tests the inputs
against the basic conditions, and if fulfilled, the search for the initial element starts.
The hierarchies of the superordinate elements of the start and the destination are then
reconstructed, resulting in the following lists:
[Object 3 "Sydney" "SydneyNorth" [30,31,32,34],
Object 2 "NSW" "Sydney" [6,29,30,31,32,33],
Object 1 "Australia" "NSW" [3,4,5,6,7,13],
Object 0 "World" "Australia" [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]]

and
[Object 3 "Melbourne" "Parkville" [23,24,25],
Object 2 "Victoria" "Melbourne" [22,15,16,17,18,9,10],
Object 1 "Australia" "Victoria" [1,2,13,8,9,10,11,12],
Object 0 "World" "Australia" [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]]

The elements of these lists are then compared on a one–to–onebasis through
the functioncompareHierarchies, applying the conditions mentioned in Sec-
tion 1.4.2. We are looking for a list of objects from the list of the superordinate
elements of the destination that satisfies these conditions. The resulting set is:
[Object 2 "Victoria" "Melbourne" [22,15,16,17,18,9,10],
Object 1 "Australia" "Victoria" [1,2,13,8,9,10,11,12],
Object 0 "World" "Australia" [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]]

Finally, the first element of this list,Melbourne, is returned as the element of finest
granularity. This element is proposed as the initial element of granular route direc-
tions fromSydney Northto Parkville. And indeed, when asking for route directions
from a starting location in Sydney North (a suburb of Sydney,New South Wales),
to a location in Parkville (a suburb of Melbourne, Victoria), a familiar wayfinder is
likely to expect Melbourne as the element representing the initial entity of route di-
rections. This element provides the optimal trade off of information value and length
of the route directions, is not ambiguous and omits irrelevant information. Remain-
ing test cases also produce plausible results, as can be checked with Figure 1.4 by
the interested reader.

1.7 Conclusions

This paper contributes to bridging the gap between the natural, human way of com-
municating route directions in a granular manner, using various elements of the ur-
ban environment, and the turn-by-turn approach implemented by most of the current
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navigation services. We focus on the determination of the initial element usable for
granular route directions, building on the principles of information content relevance.
Topological relations between the member elements of the start and destination ele-
ment hierarchies are analyzed to identify this element. Theconditions for analyzing
the hierarchical structures are formalized, and the algorithm is then implemented in
Haskell.

The test in this paper focuses on the analysis of district hierarchies, districts being
one of the elements of the city most frequently included in human route descriptions,
and often the first reference in granular route directions. Our approach enables the
use of any type of region, be it with crisp or vague boundaries, as long as they can be
organized in a hierarchy. Based on the inputs and the hierarchy, the algorithm returns
the initial element. The formalized topological conditions conform with the observa-
tions made previously by Rumelhart and explored by Shanon [23], and conform to
the findings in the area of hierarchical spatial reasoning. Our further work will strive
to integrate the remaining elements, especially paths and landmarks. This will also
lead to a more natural definition of topological relationships, depending also on con-
nectivity, and not only on simple relationships between theinteriors and boundaries.
Connectivity analysis can also provide means to define district hierarchies better re-
flecting the inherent structure of a city. The analysis of such district hierarchies can
provide the basis for identification of the remaining elements, as some dependencies
between districts and landmarks [10] or paths were identified.
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